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Introduction (1) 

Carbon pricing intersects with energy policies: 
 

Carbon pricing aims to influence: 
 

- Directly the choice of fossil fuel users   
- Indirectly the use of intermediary and final goods produced with fossil fuel inputs  
- Substitution with cleaner fuel, efficient process, electricity savings, etc. 
 

Important energy policies exist, which, in developing countries, are not related at all to 
emission reductions: 

 

- Low energy prices for economic and social development  
- Social equity (rural electrification, geographic price equalization, social tariff, etc.) 
- Long term security of supply (among which consumers' protection against price variability of 

imported fuel) 
- Promotion of national energy resources (fossil fuels, renewables) for the sake of dependence 

limitation, industrial development,  macroeconomic equilibriums… 
- Inflation control, etc. 
 

Carbon pricing interferes with these objectives: it sometimes converges with, sometimes 
conflicts with… 

 

 



Introduction (2) 

The power sector is the largest emitter of CO2 (around 30% in average) and 
is a major field of  energy policies  
 
It is a sector subject to many regulations that reflect important energy policy 
objectives not related at all to emission reductions 

 
Therefore, it is important to anticipate the effects of the introduction of a 
carbon pricing mechanism (e.g., ETS, carbon tax) 
  
These effects may differ according to the model of power sector regulation, 
in terms of: 
 

Effectiveness to generate carbon emission reductions 

Effects on electricity prices, which consequently involves potential interferences with 
other energy policies 
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1. The Effects of Carbon Pricing in the Power 
Sector 



1. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the Power Sector (1) 

Carbon pricing can influence emissions from the power sector in three ways, via its effects 
on electricity generation costs and market prices 

- By making the electricity generated by existing carbon intensive power plants more 
expensive and thus less competitive against cleaner technologies 

 This is the short term substitution effect (mainly dispatching effects) 

- By making investment in new carbon intensive power plants less attractive compared to 
clean energy investment:  

 This is the long term structural effect 

- By making the electricity price more expensive for the final customer, and thus inducing a 
reduction in consumption and so in emissions 

 

But this raises redistribution issues  (theoretical dilemma “efficiency” versus “equity”) 
related to energy policy objectives:  

- Economic development/industrial competitiveness  
 Effects on energy intensive industries, so issue of exemption/compensation 

- Social welfare and  affordability 
 



The effects of carbon pricing  are very dependent on the organisation and regulation of the power sector, 
which differ widely: 

- Difference in market competition at different levels 

- Difference in wholesale « spot market »  

- Difference in tariff regulation at the retail level 
 

The is because the effects of carbon pricing on electricity pricing depend on: 

- Price setting :  
 How the carbon price/cost  is passed through in wholesale price and then in retail prices ? 

-  Wholesale and retail price  regulation:   
 How regulators organise the cost recovery of the retailers?  
 Possible exemptions for large consumers (issue of competitiveness) 
What to do with windfall profit in case of free allowances 

 

The type of  model adopted reflects the energy policy goals which are pursued: 
 Competitiveness : to avoid economic inefficiency of regulated monopolies, public ownership, etc 
 Long term security of supply  : to attract investors 
 Economic and social development: the control of long term cost and electricity prices  

 

 
 

 

1. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the Power Sector (2) 



 2. The Different Models of Regulation and 
Organisation of the Power Sector 

 
 



Very different degrees of de-verticalisation, multi-level competition and privatisation but  also « reform of the reforms »  
 

 
 

E.g. California, Brazil, Chili, Colombia, 
Peru, UK (currently)  

2. The Different Models of Regulation and Organisation of the Power Sector 



Drawbacks of the model of vertical public service monopolies:  

Overcapacity 

Overemployment 

Productivity issues 
 

Reform objectives:  

Short term and long term efficiency (competition) 

Innovation 

Benefits to consumers from lower prices 
 

Main characteristics: 

Deverticalization and unbundling 

Free access to grids 

Free choice of suppliers and vice versa 

Bilateral transactions and exchange-based (i.e., power trading platforms) 

 

 

 

2. 1. Goals of Energy Policy Reforms in OECD countries 



Goal: economic developement and security of supply  
 

Impacts of public debt crisis, and financing 
constraints on national utilities:  

- Degradation of the operating performance and the 
security of supply 

- Impossibility to respond to the demand growth 

 

Privatisation and regulatory changes in order to 
attract private investors, and independent power 
producers (IPPs) as well as foreign utilities 

- Move away from discretionary regulation by the 
authorities 

- Change in tariff regulation - to cover costs 

 

 

 

 

 

2. 2. Goals of Energy Policy Reforms in Emerging and Developing Countries (1) 



Response with  the Single Buyer Model (2):  

Many countries keep vertical integration combined with IPPs 

E.g. India, Indonesia, Mexico, Malaysia, Pakistan, South Africa, and Vietnam   

Common characteristics:  

Procurement of new generation capacity by call for tenders is done by the vertically 
integrated utility  

Electricity supply is governed by long term Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) with the 
utility  

Typical structure of Power Purchase Agreements 

Long term contracts covering the lifespan of the asset (25 to >40 years) with a typical 
allocation of risk 

PPAs have a typical payment structure that is based on two types of payments: capacity 
charges and energy charges which cover variable costs of the plant including fuel costs and 
all variable O&M. 

 

 Effective development of new capacities: the combination of  risk allocation and payment 
structure induces that IPP projects are relatively low risk, enabling them to be financed  

 

 

2. 2. Goals of Energy Policy Reforms in Emerging and Developing Countries (2) 



Goal : long-term security of supply 
 

 Rationale:  

- Crisis of the new markets  (e.g. Brazil, 
California) 

- Lack of investments due to market failures 
(e.g. risk management) 

Long term contracts to attract new 
investments  (i.e. guarantee recovery of fixed 
costs) 

Move away from price setting aligned on short 
term marginal cost to a long term coordination 
based on expectation of the full costs for 
generators and investors 

Auctioning of long-term contracts as a way to 
reconcile risk reduction for new investors and 
efficiency in energy procurement for regulated 
users.  

 

 

2. 3. The « Re-Reform » in Emerging Countries: From Model 4 to Model 3 (1)  



2. 3. The « Re-Reform » in Emerging Countries: From Model 4 to Model 3 (2)  

 

 The core of the new scheme lies on three main 
rules:  

- All retailers and free consumers (>2-3MW) should 
be 100% contracted at any time  

- All contracts should be covered by “firm energy” 
or “firm capacity” certificates. Some contracts 
could last on 15 years  and more 

- Regulated users must contract their energy supply 
through auctions.  

Limited role for the spot market : centralized cost-
based dispatch as opposed to price-based 
dispatch 

Importance of remaining retail monopoly to 
regional distributors for the long-term contracting 

 

 

Response with the Hybrid Model (3): planning and long term competition for contracts  



 3. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the Different 
Models of Regulation and Organisation of the 

Power Sector 
 
 



3. 1. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the « Market » Model (1) 

SHORT TERM EFFECT: carbon pricing may impact the merit order in the hourly markets, i.e. the 
order in which power generation equipments are called upon by the hourly markets 

 

Note: electricity 
markets are 
structured in 
(semi-) hourly 
markets 



LONG TERM EFFECT: investments in low carbon technologies prefered to more emitting plants 

 

 

3. 1. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the « Market » Model (2) 

 Case study: carbon pricing and competitiveness of low carbon technologies in an OECD country (e.g. 
nuclear) 



DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS: increase of wholesale prices in annual average 

 

… But the carbon price passthrough in the hourly price depends on the technology mix  
 

 Duration of annual periods when fossil fuel plants are the marginal plants in the hourly 
markets 

 When there is quite a large share of hydro and nuke in the mix, hourly prices would increase 
only when fossil plants are needed 

 

The increase of retail price is a legitimate signal addressed to consumers on their 
indirect responsibilities over carbon emissions… but redistributive effects raises the 
issue of acceptance (e.g. lobbying of energy intensives industries) 

3. 1. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the « Market » Model (3) 



3. 1. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the « Market » Model (4) 

DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS: if allowances are allocated for free in an ETS, an undue rent 
for existing emitting plants is generated 

 

 

Price bids on the market reflect not only the variable costs but also 
the market value of allowances 

 The generator compares between i) production of electricity and 
use of the allowances, and ii) sales of allowances on the carbon 
market   

 This « opportunity cost » of allowances is passed through in the 
price bids of every « fossil » competitor and then in the hourly 
market 

Consequence: very large redistributive effects in favor of electricity 
companies even with emitting plants 

 Note: difference of cost pass-through between the power sector 
and other sectors (cement , chemical, steel…) exposed to 
international competition with competitors w/o carbon 
constraints 

Response in the EU: switch to full auctioning in the power sector in 
the third phase of the EU-ETS(2013-2020) 

 

 



3. 2. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the « Hybrid» Model (1) 

 Reminder: the core of this new model lies on three main rules:  

- All retailers and free consumers (>2-3MW) should be 100% contracted at any time  

- All contracts should be covered by “firm energy” or “firm capacity” certificates. Some 
contracts could last on 15 years  and more 

- Regulated users must contract their energy supply through auctions.  
 

Differences in implementation in Brazil and Chile: 

- Brazil (2004) : centralized scheme with auctions organized by the government  to select 
contracts to cover the needs of distributors; standardized contracts: prices on energy and 
capacity 

-   Chile (2005): decentralized scheme with distributors managing their own auctions; non 
standardized contracts; energy contracts only: addition of a regulated capacity price 

- Note: for both, minor role of the “spot market”: computational model to define three 
blocks price each week (Brazil); or economic dispatching based on the variable costs of 
the different plants (Chile) 

 

 

 



3. 2. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the « Hybrid» Model (2) 

Short term effectiveness of carbon pricing : guaranteed by the economic dispatching 
 

Long term issues:  
 

Effectiveness of long term contracts to invest in low carbon technologies 

But importance of the structure of the contracts: inclusion of carbon prices in the 
indexation  formula 

Importance of the auction design features: not only for electricity prices but also the 
indexation formula 

 

Redistributive issues:  

Carbon cost-passthrough in the case of allocation of free allowances 

Rent for existing hydro plants: solution of taxation 
 

 

 



3. 3. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the « Single Buyer» Model (1) 

Short term effectiveness of carbon pricing : 
   

IPPs in economic dispatch by the single buyer 

 

Long term effectiveness:  
 

Need for flexible Power Purchase Agreements with full indexation of carbon price 

 

Redistributive effects :  
 

Issue of carbon cost passthrough in the case of allocation of free allowances 

 
 

 

 



Strong limitation on carbon pricing effectiveness in case of uncomplete market-based reform 

The case of China:  

Goal: easing financing and entries in response to to important shortages 

Adoption of a more decentralised model: 

- Many generators, separation of grids and distributors 

- Regional single buyers (regional grids)  

- Heavy administered quasi-PPAs  
 Initially fixed price with no indexation formula 
 Fixed annual production planning 

- Regulation with no cost pass through when change in fuel prices   
 When coal price was liberalized and increased: threat of closures and risk of outages 
 Now: yearly adjustment with long time-lag 

- Special regime for small coal plants with bad efficiency 
 

3. 3. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the « Single Buyer» Model (2) 



The case of China: issues related to carbon pricing in the power sector… 

Absence of economic dispatching: there is nothing such as a power exchange or an economic 
dispatch center 

Rigidity of price adaptation to production cost changes (e.g. fuel price) in the pseudo-PPAs: 
carbon price will face the same limitation  

Exemptions for inefficient plants 

Redistributive effects : discretionay nature of regulation for the cost pass-through 

 

3. 3. Effects of Carbon Pricing in the « Single Buyer» Model (3) 



Depending on the organisational model of the power sector, carbon pricing has different 
effects on carbon emissions reduction and on electricity pricing 

 

Understanding the organisation, regulation, and functioning of the power sector of a 
specific country is key to anticipate the effects and effectiveness of carbon pricing 

 

Key remarks on the effects of carbon pricing: 

Short term effects: need for economic dispatching either through the spot market or the dispatcher 
coordination  

Long term effects: 

- Need for long term foreseeability of the carbon price  

- Need for stable long term revenues for investment in low carbon technology 

Redistributive effects: look at redistributive issues such as free allowances , hydro rents 

4. Conclusion (1) 



Lessons from OECD countries to emerging economies:  

Look at redistributive issue (e.g. free allowances, hydro rents) 

Carbon pricing may not be the only solution, and may have limited effectiveness on low 
carbon investment 

 

Lessons from emerging economies to EU and OECD countries to decarbonize their electricity 
systems 

Effectiveness of auctioning and long term contracts 
 

Single buyer : a consistent market-based model is key for en effective ETS 

4. Conclusion (2) 


